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Hon. Yonah Martin (Deputy Leader of the Opposition):
Honourable senators, I rise today also to speak very briefly at
third reading of Bill C-81, An Act to ensure a barrier-free Canada.
Bill C-81 enacts the accessible Canada act in order to enhance the
full and equal participation of all persons, especially persons living
with disability, in our society. This bill will require federally regulated
entities across the country to ensure accessibility to workplaces,
public spaces, employment, programs, services and information.

Bill C-81, as others have stated, is an important step in the right
direction to address the barriers that many Canadians face. The
message that we have heard from advocates has been the same:
Bill C-81 is a good bill and deserves to be enacted into law but no
one can be certain of the full effect that this bill will eventually
have. This will require further knowledge and learning from a
practical perspective and a commitment to work in consultation
with stakeholders across Canada.

I want to associate myself with some of the very important
comments that have been made in this chamber and especially
recognize our colleague Senator Munson, who has dedicated so
much of his life to really be quite a voice and a champion for
Canadians with disabilities and, of course, on issues like autism.
He has been a cosponsor on a number of events, and we have done
some meaningful work together. I know that one of the motions
that we cosponsored that recognized June as Deafblind Awareness
Month recognizes this important subgroup of Canadians who are
living with some incredible challenges.

This motion was adopted unanimously in 2015, and it was thanks
to our retired former colleague Senator Vim Kochhar whom many
of us know to be a real champion and a strong voice for Canadians
living with physical disabilities as well as other disabilities. Through
his outstanding effort and inspiration, we have worked together to
achieve certain outcomes here in the Senate. Senator Kochhar also
cofounded the Canadian Helen Keller Centre and Rotary Cheshire

Home, which is said to be one of the only facilities in the world
where those who live with deaf-blindness can live independently.

Some of the intervenors who have come to the Hill have spoken
about their work to help Canadians living with deaf-blindness
communicate. Their work is truly astonishing. It’s a real calling
for them to serve in this capacity. They work in a unique space
where they allow those who cannot communicate otherwise to
communicate with the outside world.

I also know that the work of our former colleague Senator Asha
Seth also led to a motion to designate May as National Vision
Health Month. That, too, was unanimously adopted in the Senate.

I stand together with many of you who have spoken on this
measure and also recognize the great work of our Social Affairs
Committee, the chair, the deputy chair and committee members to
ensure that important amendments were adopted that will help
towards ensuring a barrier-free Canada as is envisioned in this bill.

I had the opportunity to meet with the Canadian Association of
the Deaf and President Frank Folino, who was also a witness
during committee hearings on this bill, as well as Bill Adair,
Executive Director, Spinal Cord Injury Canada. They expressed
their firm support of passage of Bill C-81 as a very important step,
but they were also hopeful that there will be continued vigilance
and effort towards proper implementation and, of course, that
same intention beyond implementation. In some ways we have
achieved this important milestone, but our work will begin to
ensure that implementation and the work beyond implementation
will be successful.

I recognize these men and others who have been the real heroes
and champions who inspired this important legislation and once
again thank our colleagues Senator Munson, Senator Ngo and
members of the Social Affairs Committee for your leadership
helping this chamber arrive at this significant moment in our
legislative history.

Your Honour and honourable senators, I am definitely ready
for the question.
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